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Abstract

Asymmetrical segregation of differentiated sister chromatids is thought to be important for cellular differentiation in higher
eukaryotes. Similarly, in fission yeast, cellular differentiation involves the asymmetrical segregation of a chromosomal
imprint. This imprint has been shown to consist of two ribonucleotides that are incorporated into the DNA during lagging-
strand synthesis in response to a replication pause, but the underlying mechanism remains unknown. Here we present key
novel discoveries important for unravelling this process. Our data show that cis-acting sequences within the mat1 cassette
mediate pausing of replication forks at the proximity of the imprinting site, and the results suggest that this pause dictates
specific priming at the position of imprinting in a sequence-independent manner. Also, we identify a novel type of cis-acting
spacer region important for the imprinting process that affects where subsequent primers are put down after the
replication fork is released from the pause. Thus, our data suggest that the imprint is formed by ligation of a not-fully-
processed Okazaki fragment to the subsequent fragment. The presented work addresses how differentiated sister
chromatids are established during DNA replication through the involvement of replication barriers.
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Introduction

Differentiated sister chromatids, coupled with non-random

segregation, have been proposed to control cell fate during the

development and differentiation of multicellular organisms [1].

Similarly, cellular differentiation in the fission yeast Schizosacchar-

omyces pombe involves the establishment of differentiated chromatids

and their asymmetrical segregation. The nature of this epigenetic

mark or imprint that acts to discriminate the chromatids has been

defined, however, the mechanism that leads to its introduction

remains unknown. Fission yeast cells exhibit two different mating-

types denoted as M and P. Homothallic strains are able to switch

between mating-types in a pattern where only one granddaughter

of a newly switched cell will have switched mating-type (Figure 1A)

[2–6]. The mating-type of a cell is determined by the

transcriptionally expressed mat1 locus located on chromosome II,

which encodes either an M- or a P-specific gene cassette (Figure 1B)

[7,8]. Switching between the two mating-types occurs through a

recombination event that replaces the cassette present at mat1 with

that of the opposite mating-type, using one of the two

transcriptionally silenced loci, mat2P and mat3M, as a donor of

the information.

The molecular mechanism underlying mating-type switching is

tightly linked to DNA replication, and the asymmetrical pattern of

switching reflects the asymmetry of the replication process. The

mat1 locus is replicated unidirectionally in the centromere-

proximal direction (see below). An imprint, which marks the

mat1 locus of switchable cells (Figure 1B, 1C), is introduced during

lagging-strand synthesis of the mat1 DNA in only one of the two

sister chromatids formed in S phase [9,10]. This imprint is

maintained for one cell cycle, then during the next S phase, the

imprint acts as a barrier for leading-strand replication, resulting in

the replication-coupled recombination event that underlies

mating-type switching [11–13]. The recombination event pro-

gresses by the ‘‘synthesis dependent single-strand annealing

mechanism’’ where only one DNA strand at the donor locus

provides the genetic information that is transferred to mat1 [14].

The homology needed for both the initiation and resolution of this

recombination event is provided by short homology domains,

named H1 and H2, that flank both the mat1 locus and each of the

two donor loci, mat2P and mat3M (Figure 1B) [8,15]. As a result of

this recombination event, the mating-type cassette of only one of

the two sister chromatids is replaced by a cassette containing the

opposite mating-type information, such that the subsequent cell

division gives rise to two cells with opposite mating-types.

The imprint was first identified genetically as a strand-specific,

chromosomally inherited mark that is linked to the mat1 locus and

is required for the induction of switching [4–6,16]. Subsequently it

was shown that the imprint consists of two ribonucleotides that are

incorporated into the DNA duplex in a strand- and site-specific

manner ([12] and reviewed in [17]). These two ribonucleotides are

located at the junction between the mating-type cassette and the

homology domain H1 (Figure 1B) [18]. The bonds of the RNA-

DNA hybrid at the imprint site appear to be efficiently hydrolyzed

by cellular enzymes, making purification of intact imprinted DNA

difficult. During standard purification methods, the imprint is

converted into a double-stranded break that can be detected by

Southern analysis [10,19]. However, we have managed to purify
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the intact DNA, and have shown that subsequent hydrolysis of the

imprint can be achieved using RNAse T2 or alkali treatment [12].

In addition, we have shown that when DNA from a wild-type

strain is purified under conditions that are known to hydrolyze

RNA, a one-nucleotide gap can be detected in the imprinted

strand [17]. This study also detected the presence of a 39-terminal

ribonucleotide, suggesting that the wild-type imprint consists of

two ribonucleotides. A separate study using a mutant strain where

a PstI restriction site has been introduced at the site of the imprint

detected a nick with a 59 hydroxyl at the site of the imprint [20].

Importantly, the presence of a 59 hydroxyl is expected from the

hydrolysis of a DNA-RNA-DNA hybrid molecule.

Several trans-acting factors have been identified that are

required for the introduction of the imprint [21]. These include

the checkpoint proteins Swi1 and Swi3 that travel with the

replication fork and DNA polymerase alpha (Swi7), which is

predominantly involved in lagging-strand replication [9,22,23].

Imprinting also correlates with a replication pause occurring at the

site named MPS1, which can be observed both in P and M cells in

the proximity of the imprint and is dependent on the trans-acting

factors Swi1 and Swi3, but not on Swi7 [12,24]. Replication

pausing and imprinting are dependent on the direction of

replication at the mat1 locus, which is tightly regulated by a site-

specific polar replication termination site named RTS1 [25]. RTS1

is located at the centromere-proximal side of mat1 (Figure 1B),

such that mat1 is only replicated by forks originating from the

centomere-distal direction. Changing this direction of replication

through mat1, by introducing replication origins on the centro-

mere-proximal side, by inverting the mat1 locus relative to the

RTS1 element, or by transposing the RTS1 element to the

centromere-distal side of mat1 in the inverted orientation, leads to

a reduction or an abolishment of imprinting [10,25]. Inversion of

the mat1 locus relative to the RTS1 element also leads to

abolishment of replication pausing at MPS1, showing that the

signal for pausing only acts on replication forks moving in one

direction [24]. Such polarity is observed for all known site-specific

replication barriers (reviewed in [26]).

Various cis-acting sequences involved in pausing at MPS1 and

imprinting have been identified. These include the smt0 deletion

that removes 263 base pairs (bp) starting at a position 33 bp

centromere-distal to the mat1 cassette within the H1 homology

domain and extending distally [27]. The smt0 mutation leads to

the abolishment of imprinting but does not affect pausing at MPS1

[24,27]. A smaller deletion named D17 that only removes

sequences centromere-distal to the H1 domain also abolishes

imprinting [28]. Experiments suggest that the essential factor Sap1

binds within this region, to the site named SAS1, and deletion of

this site affects Sap1 binding in vitro, as well as imprinting in vivo. In

addition, a linker-scanning mutagenesis study of the H1 domain

identified a 6-bp substitution within the H1 domain called mut3

that reduces pausing at MPS1 [13]. Two others substitutions

located within the part of the H1 domain that is covered by the

smt0 deletion, named mut5 and mut7, also reduce imprinting.

Characterization of the mut7 substitution suggested that it might

affect the maintenance of the imprint throughout the cell cycle.

During an earlier study done to characterize replication

intermediates at the mat1 locus, replication initiation point (RIP)

mapping was used to identify priming sites in the region. This

method utilizes the fact that RNA primers on Okazaki fragments

protect the fragments from degradation by l-exonuclease,

allowing their selective purification and use for primer extension

[29]. Using this method, we detected a strong priming site within

the mat1M cassette, approximately 350 bp centromere-proximal to

the imprint, but not at the site of the imprint itself [12]. A weak

leading-strand replication pause site was also observed in this

region. Here we identify and analyze the cis-acting sequences

required for replication pausing and imprinting. Our results

obtained by characterization of replication intermediates allow us

to propose a mechanism for imprinting in fission yeast.

Results

Identification of two regions encoded by the M cassette
that are required for imprinting and pausing

In order to analyze the functional importance of the

sequences within the mating-type cassette DNA, we utilized a

strain that carried M information at the mat1 locus and was

deleted for the two donor loci mat2P and mat3M. In this genetic

background, MPS1 pausing and imprinting still occur, but the

replication forks stalled at the imprint are resolved by sister

chromatid recombination instead of recombination with the

donor loci [30]. Thus, the M-cassette DNA is maintained at

mat1, allowing mutations to be stably introduced at the locus. In

an initial attempt to investigate the importance of the M-cassette

sequence in pausing and imprinting, we deleted a 406-bp region

starting just proximal to, but not including, where the two

imprinted nucleotides are located and extending into the cassette

DNA such that it ended within the Mc transcript encoded by the

cassette (Figure 2A, strain SS4). Interestingly, analysis of this

strain showed that the deletion abolished both imprinting, as

detected by standard Southern blot analysis, and replication

pausing at MPS1, as measured by 2D-gel electrophoresis

(Figure 2B, 2C). Since this deletion covers a large region, it

could potentially include several cis-acting sequences required

for replication pausing and imprinting. Therefore, several

shorter deletions within this region of interest were constructed

(Figure 2). The 60-bp deletion in strain SS15, which included

the previously mapped lagging-strand priming site (see Intro-

duction), did not have an effect on pausing and only slightly

reduced the level of imprinting. This deletion gave rise to

75.7% and 102% of wild-type levels of imprinting and

Author Summary

Differentiated sister chromatids, coupled with non-random
segregation, have been proposed to control cell fate
during differentiation in multicellular organisms as well as
fission yeast. However, while nothing is known about how
the differentiated sister chromatids are established in
higher eukaryotes, the nature of the epigenetic mark that
is required for the asymmetrical switching pattern of
Schizosaccharomyces pombe is known. We have previously
shown that two ribonucleotides are introduced in a strand-
and site-specific manner during DNA replication at the
mat1 locus in only one of the two sister chromatids
synthesized. However, the molecular mechanism by which
the imprint is introduced is elusive. We know that
imprinting involves a site-specific pause of the replication
fork, but how the replication fork is paused and how this
leads to imprinting were unknown. Here we present key
novel discoveries important for unravelling this mecha-
nism. Our data suggest that site-specific replication
pausing leads to lagging-strand priming at the site of
imprinting and that this RNA primer is converted into the
imprint by ligation of a not-fully-processed Okazaki
fragment to the subsequent fragment. Potentially, this
could be a more general mechanism for formation of
epigenetic marks.

Replication Pausing and Imprinting
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pausing, respectively. Extending this deletion a further 60 bp

centromere-proximal into the M cassette (strain SS14) also had

little effect on pausing and imprinting, implying that this region

is not required for these processes. However, deletion of the

remaining centromere-distal 316-bp region (strain SS3) abol-

ished both imprinting and replication pausing, establishing that

cis-acting sequences required for both these processes are

located within this region. To further define the location of

these cis-acting sequences, the 316-bp region was divided into

two, deleting either the 205-bp centromere-proximal segment or

the 111-bp centromere-distal segment separately (Figure 2,

strains SS13 & SS2, respectively). Surprisingly, deletion of the

centromere-proximal segment completely abolished imprinting

but only slightly affected replication pausing. Deletion of the

centromere-distal part however, completely abolished both

imprinting and replication pausing. Therefore, this initial

analysis identified two regions within the M cassette that are

of importance for the imprinting process in different ways.

Figure 1. Mating-type switching in S. pombe. (A) Switching pedigree. The cells of minus (M) and plus (P) mating type are represented with light
and dark brown colours, respectively. Division of an unswitchable (u) cell leads to the formation of an unswitchable and a switchable (s) cell of the
same mating type. Division of the switchable cell gives rise to a switchable cell of the same mating type and an unswitchable cell of the opposite
mating type. (B) The mating-type region on chromosome II. The transcriptionally active mat1 locus and the silenced donor loci, mat2P and mat3M, are
shown. The M and P information is indicated with light and dark brown colours, respectively. The homology domains H1, H2 and H3 flanking the loci
are represented by grey boxes. The centromere (cen2) and the origin of replication located centromere-distal to mat1 are shown with a hollow box
and a circle, respectively. The replication termination element RTS1 is indicated with grey triangles, and direction of fork movement through mat1 is
shown above with grey arrows, representing unidirectional replication. The imprint is indicated by a yellow star. (C) The replication of the mat1 locus
in unswitchable and switchable cells. The nascent leading and lagging strands are represented by red and blue lines, respectively. In the second
generation, the inherited template strands are also shown in red or blue, depending on which strand they were replicated as during the S phase of
the parent. The polarities of DNA strands are indicated with 39 and 59 symbols. The S phases of both cell types involves pausing of the replication fork
at mat1 and the introduction of the imprint in the newly synthesized upper strand. In addition, during the S phase of a switchable cell, the imprint on
the upper template strand acts as a lesion to block leading-strand synthesis. The stalled leading-strand replication complex induces homologous
recombination between mat1 and the donor loci leading to mating-type switching.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g001
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Figure 2. Identification of two regions required for imprinting and pausing within the mat1M cassette. (A) Line drawing on the left, a
simple representation of the intact mat1M cassette flanked with the homology domains is shown. The site of the imprint is indicated by a vertical
arrow. The nucleotide length of the region is given. The positions of the two encoded transcripts, Mi and Mc, are shown by horizontal arrows. The full-
length wild-type DNA is represented by an intact line, whereas deletions are shown as gapped lines and the nucleotide positions of the start and the
end of each deletion are given below the lines. The position of the specific lagging-strand priming site described in 12] is marked by a vertical line.
The text box on right shows the names of the strains used, followed by quantification of the double-strand break (DSB) products (including standard
error) and of the replication pause signal observed on 2D gels. The results are given as percentages of the wild-type values (100%). For DSB products,
the values lower or equal to the negative control threshold are indicated as ‘‘below detection’’ (B.D.), whilst the absence of a pause signal is indicated
by a dash. (B) Southern analysis of the strains shown in panel A. Genomic DNA was digested with HindIII and probed with the mat1P HindIII fragment.
During DNA isolation, the imprint is hydrolyzed to a DSB and the resulting break products migrate as two bands. The strain names are given on top,

Replication Pausing and Imprinting
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Identification of a region required for imprinting that acts
as a spacer

To characterize the region defined by the deletion in strain

SS13 in more detail, we constructed two sets of nested deletions,

starting from both ends of the region (Figure 3). Deletion of

31 bp, 111 bp or 150 bp starting from the centromere-proximal

side (strains SS6, SS5 and SS12, respectively) led to a gradual

reduction in levels of imprinting, from 87.7% to 70.7% and

ending with 46.6% of the wild-type level, suggesting that each

deleted segment of this region partly contributes to the

effectiveness of the imprinting process (Figure 3A, 3B). Similarly,

introducing nested deletions of 55 bp, 94 bp of 174 bp in length

starting from the centromere-distal side (strains SS22, SS23 and

SS24, respectively), led to reduced imprinting to 85.5%, 55.5%

and 16.9% of the wild-type level (Figure 3A, 3B). Again, this

suggested that each of the deleted segments of this region makes a

contribution to the imprinting process. All the deletions had a

similar effect on replication pausing at MPS1, leading to an

approximately 50% reduction in the intensity of the pause signal

(Figure 3A, 3C). There are two possible explanations for the

observed effect on imprinting; either specific sequences within

this region contribute separately to the efficiency of the

imprinting process or the 205-bp region acts as a spacer to

separate regions of importance on either side. In the latter case,

the observed gradual reduction in imprinting would be due to the

gradual decrease in the distance between these flanking regions. If

this region indeed acts as a spacer, reinstating the distance with

an unrelated DNA sequence should restore imprinting. When we

performed this experiment, the level of imprinting was indeed

restored to 72.3% of the wild-type level and the level of pausing

was restored to 80% (Figure 3, strain SS25). This result confirms

the main role of this 205-bp region as a spacer separating flanking

regions and the importance of this function for imprinting. The

requirement of this 205-bp region for the imprinting process was

also confirmed by deleting the equivalent sequences from the

mat3M donor locus of a wild-type strain (Figure 3D). Imprinting

in this strain was undetectable (Figure 3F) and colonies only

displayed 1% sporulation efficiency compared to 72% observed

for the wild-type colonies (Figure 3E). These results are consistent

with the transposition of the mutant cassette sequence from the

mat3M donor locus to the expressed mat1 locus, where the cis-

acting deletion prevents subsequent imprinting events, and

therefore any further mating-type switching.

Transcription initiated from the Mc gene does not
interfere with imprinting

One possible function of the spacer region is that it separates the

transcriptional unit Mc, which is encoded by the gene cassette,

from the region of imprinting. Mc transcription is initiated from a

promoter located within the cassette and terminates just prior to

the spacer region where transcription termination and poly-

adenylation signals are located. (Figure 4B). Thus, deletion of the

spacer region brings these signals closer to the site of the imprint,

where they could interfere with the imprinting process. It has been

shown that insertion of the repressible nmt1 promoter at a position

centromere-distal to the H1 domain such that it transcribes into

the imprinting region leads to transcription-dependent inhibition

of replication pausing as well as imprinting [11]. To test if Mc

transcription interferes with imprinting as well when the spacer

region is deleted, we used two approaches. Mc transcription has

been shown to be repressed in rich media [8], therefore the levels

of imprinting in the spacer region deletion strains were

investigated under different growth conditions (Figure 4A).

Quantification of the imprinting levels showed only minor

differences between strains grown in poor (PMA+) and rich

(YEA) media, suggesting that Mc transcription did not interfere

with the imprinting process. To exclude the possibility that

repressed levels of Mc transcription were still sufficient to inhibit

imprinting, we deleted the promoter region of the transcriptional

unit (Figure 4B–4D, strain SS66). Abolishment of the Mc transcript

was confirmed by northern analysis, and this deletion produced

only a slight reduction in the level of imprinting (90.6% of the

wild-type). Importantly, the combination of the promoter deletion

with the spacer deletion (strain SS63) did not lead to a restoration

of imprinting (Figure 4B–4D). Thus, the reduction in imprinting

observed when the spacer region is deleted is not due to inhibitory

effects of Mc transcription.

The region just centromere-proximal to the spacer region

contains the strong priming site that we determined previously by

RIP mapping [12], in addition to the putative Mc transcription

termination and poly-adenylation signals. Therefore, the spacer

deletions could be causing an inhibitory effect by bringing this

region closer to the site of imprinting. To investigate this

possibility, a 271-bp deletion was introduced that covered most

of the spacer region and the potentially inhibitory region

containing the priming site and the putative transcription signals

(Figure 4E, strain SV20). This deletion had no effect on replication

pausing, however, imprinting was still abolished in this strain.

Therefore, the reduced levels of imprinting when the spacer region

is shortened or fully removed are not due to a flanking inhibitory

region brought closer to the site of the imprint.

The spacer region influences the position of lagging-
strand priming sites

The spacer deletion could affect the replication process by

changing where RNA primers are synthesized relative to the

imprint site during lagging-strand replication. Therefore, high-

resolution Southern blot analysis of replication intermediates was

performed, using a single-stranded probe specific to the nascent

lagging-strand (Figure 5A–5D). This method is the most direct way

to analyze replication intermediates and avoids the problem of

numerous unspecific bands observed when using the RIP mapping

analysis. Two strong bands were detected in the imprinting-

proficient wild-type strain (WT) and strain SS25, where the spacer

region has been replaced by a scrambled sequence, the migrations

of which are consistent with that predicted for fragments generated

by hydrolysis of the imprinted parental upper strand (Figure 5B).

Additionally, two weaker signals approximately 30 bp and 350 bp

into the cassette were detected in these strains, which could be

putative priming sites (indicated by arrowheads in Figure 5B). The

signal 350 bp into the cassette corresponds to the position of the

strong priming site that we had detected previously using RIP

mapping [12]. Interestingly, both of these signals were absent in

the lane containing replication intermediates from strain SS13,

which carries the spacer deletion, suggesting that the deletion

while bands corresponding to the full-length mat1 fragment and the fragments generated by the DSB are given to the left. (C) 2D-gel analysis of the
strains shown in panel A. Genomic DNA from log-phase cells was digested with NdeI and subjected to 2D-gel electrophoresis. A line drawing of the
analyzed fragment and the positions of the restriction enzyme sites and the probe is shown below. The site of the imprint is indicated with a circle.
The obtained blots were probed with a mat1M-specific probe. The strain names are given above each 2D gel.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g002
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Figure 4. Transcription of the mating-type-specific gene Mc does not affect imprinting. (A) The names of the strains and quantification of
the DSB products generated during growth in either low-nitrogen sporulation (PMA+) or rich (YEA) media are given. The levels of imprinting, as
assessed by DSB products, are similar for both growth conditions. (B) The effect of abolishing Mc transcription on the spacer deletion phenotype. Left,
schematic representation of the mat1M cassette and the strains used is given. The positions of the Mi and Mc transcripts are shown by horizontal
arrows. Deletion of the promoter region between the two transcripts (in strains SS66 and SS63) was performed, thus abolishing transcription. Right,
the names of the strains and quantification of the DSB products (including standard error) are given. (C) Southern analysis of the strains shown in
panel B. See Figure 2 legend for method. (D) Northern analysis of total RNA from the strains shown in panel B. The blot was probed for Mc using a
double-stranded fragment generated by PCR. (E) Characterization of the strain (SV20) carrying a deletion of most of the spacer region and the region
containing the previously mapped priming site. See Figure 2 legend for method. The position of the deletion is shown as a line drawing. Please note
that fork-regression at MPS1 is observed in the 2D-gel displayed, in the absence of the imprint. This observation is fully analyzed in a related study
(Vengrova and Dalgaard, in preparation).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g004

Figure 3. Identification of a cis-acting ‘‘spacer’’ element in mat1M. (A) Left, line drawing representation of the strains used is given. The grey
line segment indicates the fragment that is substituted by a random stretch of DNA. Right, the names of the strains and quantification of the DSB
products (including standard error) and of the pause signals are given. (B) Southern analysis of the strains shown in panel A. See Figure 2 legend for
method. (C) 2D-gel analysis of the strains shown in panel A. See Figure 2 legend for method. (D) Schematic representation of the mating-type region
of the strain used for analyzing the spacer deletion in vivo. The largest spacer deletion (same as in SS13, see A) was introduced into the donor locus
mat3M to yield a mutant form of the donor M information (denoted as M*). The ura4+ gene linked to the mat3M locus, which was used during strain
construction, is marked by a triangle. (E) Sporulation phenotype caused by the spacer deletion. The h90 wild-type strain and the mutant described in
panel D (SS56) were allowed to form single colonies on sporulation media (PMA+), which were subsequently stained by iodine vapours. Iodine reacts
with the starch found in spores to yield dark-coloured colonies. (F) Southern analysis of the strain SS56. Genomic DNA from h90 wild type and SS56
strains was digested with HindIII and probed for the mat1 locus. Because of the presence of homology, the donor loci are also visualized. The
positions of the bands corresponding to mat1, mat2P, mat3M, DSB products, and mat3M linked to the ura4+ gene (mat3::ura4+) are indicated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g003
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Figure 5. Southern analysis of mat1 replication intermediates. (A) Line drawing of the fragments generated for different strains for
denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of replicating mat1M DNA shown in panels B and C. The positions of the restriction
enzyme sites and the mapped priming site, and the lengths of the fragments are given. The site of the imprint is indicated with a circle. (B)
Denaturing PAGE analysis of the mat1M lagging strand. Replicating DNA from log-phase cells was isolated as for 2D-gel analysis, digested with
restriction enzymes given in panel A, then was subjected to denaturing PAGE analysis. After blotting, the membrane was probed with a strand-
specific probe that hybridizes to the nascent lagging strand and the parental upper strand. Denatured and labelled DNA ladder is given to the left
with size markers. The strains that exhibit imprinting (WT and SS25) produced two strong bands that correspond to the centromere-distal and
proximal DSB products created by hydrolysis of the imprint (1d and 1p, respectively). Specific priming products at the site of the imprint (2) migrate
to the same position as the distal DSB product observed for the WT and SS25 strains (1d). See panel D. Two fainter putative priming products that are
shared between WT and SS25 are marked by arrowheads. (C) Denaturing PAGE analysis of the mat1M leading strand. The nascent leading strand and
the parental lower strand were detected by the strand-specific probe. The co-migrating signals from the leading strand intermediates stalled at the
imprint in WT and SS25 strains (3) and at MPS1 in the strain SS13 (4) are indicated. See panel D. Denatured and labelled DNA ladder is given to the left
with size markers. (D) Line drawings of the replication intermediates observed in panel B and C are given. Fragments that produce bands in PAGE

Replication Pausing and Imprinting
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affects where primers are put down during lagging-strand

replication of the region. Surprisingly, a signal in the proximity

of the imprinting site was detected in this strain (Figure 5B). This

signal is not due to hydrolysis of imprinted DNA, as we did not

observe a signal where the centromere-proximal fragment would

migrate. Instead, it suggests that a priming event is taking place at

the site of imprinting, although this was undetected by our RIP

mapping analysis [12]. To test if we could also observe leading-

strand pausing at this position, we analyzed the leading-strand

replication intermediates from the same strains (Figure 5C). A

signal was detected at the site of the imprint in both the wild-type

strain and strain SS25, which corresponds to previously observed

stalling of leading-strand replication one nucleotide before the

imprint [12,13]. However, in the strain carrying the spacer

deletion (SS13) and therefore lacking the imprint, a weaker signal

can also be observed at this position. This suggests that leading-

strand replication pausing at the MPS1 site occurs in the proximity

of the imprinting site.

These results makes us reconsider our data presented earlier

where we had mapped the paused replication fork at MPS1 to a

position approximately 350 bp centromere-proximal to the

imprinting site [12]. In order to discriminate between these two

models, we performed a 2D-gel analysis of a small DraI fragment,

which included the region of imprinting but not the region where

we had previously proposed that stalling of the replication fork

occurred (Figure 5E, left panel). The presence or absence of the

pause signal on the Y-arc would determine which model is correct.

The analysis clearly detected a strong pause site at a position that

corresponds well to the site of the imprint. A similar analysis of the

P cassette gave the same result (Figure 5E, right panel). Thus, the

data suggest that the MPS1 signal stalls the replication fork at the

region of imprinting and not within the cassette.

Definition of the MPS1 signal sequences
To define the sequences required for the MPS1 signal, we

analyzed the 111-bp region deleted in the strain SS2 (Figure 2) by

dividing it into three shorter segments, named a, b and c

(Figure 6A). Deletion of each segment individually led to a

complete abolishment of imprinting and a dramatic reduction in

replication pausing (10%, 9% and 23% residual pausing when

region a, b and c was deleted, respectively; Figure 6). Substitution

of regions a and b with random sequences had similar effects to

deleting them, resulting in abolished imprinting and reduced

replication pausing to about 10% of wild-type levels (Figure 6).

This demonstrates that these sequences are required for pausing

and imprinting. Substitution of region c, which almost entirely

consists of thymidines, with a random sequence caused only a

reduction in imprinting to 28.4% of wild-type levels and a 47%

reduction in pausing (Figure 6). Therefore, although this region

clearly plays a role in both imprinting and pausing processes, there

is not an absolute requirement for a specific sequence. The

observation that deletion of region c abolishes imprinting, whilst

replacement of it leads to only a reduction suggests that region c

partly acts as a spacer.

To investigate if the abc region could act as a replication barrier

when transposed to a different locus and to define the sequences

sufficient for barrier activity, we inserted the region into the

plasmid pREP81K, next to the origin of replication [31]. Initially

the transposed sequences included the abc region and the first 32

nucleotides of the H1 domain (Figure 7B, line drawing), as an

earlier study had showed that a six-bp substitution within this

region, called mut3, significantly reduced replication pausing [13].

Also, the first 32 nucleotides is what is left of the H1 domain in the

strain carrying the cis-acting 263-bp smt0 deletion that abolishes

imprinting, but does not affect replication pausing at MPS1 (see

Introduction). The experiments were performed in a genetic

background where the mat1 locus and the mat2P and mat3M donor

loci had been deleted to avoid interference due to sequence

homology (strain SS61). 2D-gel analysis of the plasmid detected

replication pausing at a position on the Y-arc that corresponded to

the position of the inserted sequences, whilst no barrier activity

could be observed for the empty plasmid (Figure 7B, left panels).

This plasmid-based system was used to further define which

sequences within the abc region were required for replication

pausing. Ten 11–12 bp substitutions were introduced, covering

the entire abc region (Figure 7A). The substitutions Sub1, Sub2,

Sub9 and Sub10 had little effect on pausing, however, the six

substitutions within the middle of the abc region all reduced

pausing to a significant degree (Figure 7B). Sub4, Sub5, Sub6 and

Sub8 displayed about 20% residual pausing, while slightly more

pausing could be observed for Sub3 and Sub7 plasmids (39% and

49% of the wild-type, respectively). Efficient pausing at MPS1

therefore requires at least the middle 66 bp of the abc region. The

abc region alone and two shorter fragments comprising of the

regions covered by the Sub4 to Sub8 and Sub4 to Sub9 substitutions

(M abc, M R48 and M R49, respectively) were analyzed to

determine if they were sufficient for pausing without the additional

sequences of the H1 domain (Figure 7C; left panels). Omitting the

H1 sequences had no effect on pausing, indicating that the region

defined by the mut3 substitution is not important in this system.

Significant pause signals could be observed for both the Sub4 to

Sub8 and Sub4 to Sub9 fragments, the latter being of a similar

intensity to the full abc region. Thus, the data suggest that the 77-

bp Sub3-Sub8 region located 11 bp centromere-proximal to the

imprinted nucleotides at mat1 is required and sufficient for

maximum replication pausing in this assay.

This requirement for specific sequences within the mat1M

cassette was very surprising because replication pausing is

observed both when mat1 contains P- and M-cassette DNA, which

generally share no sequence similarity. We therefore analyzed the

sequence corresponding to the M abc region in the P cassette, to

see if replication pausing was also induced by this fragment.

Indeed, a strong pause site could be observed by 2D-gel analysis

(Figure 7C, P abc). Interestingly, an alignment of the two regions

shows that there is a low level of sequence similarity between these

M- and P-cassette segments, which is greatest in the region covered

by substitutions Sub4 to Sub9 (Figure 7A). However, 2D-gel

analysis of shorter segments of the P cassette, which correspond to

the Sub4 to Sub8 and Sub4 to Sub9 regions of M abc, did not detect

any pause signals (Figure 7C, P R48 & P R49). Thus, while there is

low similarity between the P and M abc sequences, the size of the

region required for pausing differs.

Does a trans-acting factor(s) interact with the abc region?
The replication pause signal observed in our plasmid assay is

not as intense as that at the chromosomal mat1 locus (compare WT

analysis are marked. The H1 domain is represented as a grey rectangle. The imprint is shown as a black circle. The positions of the restriction enzyme
sites used are indicated by vertical lines. (E) 2D-gel analysis of the mat1P and mat1M imprint regions contained in DraI fragments. Migration of size
markers after the first-dimension electrophoresis step is shown below each 2D gel. A line drawing of the region is given on right. The positions of the
mapped priming site and the probes are shown. The site of the imprint is indicated with a circle.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g005
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signals in Figure 2C and Figure 7B). This is partly due to the fact

that even though the abc region is inserted next to the origin in the

plasmid, it is replicated in both directions [32], and that only the

forks moving in the same direction as at the genomic mat1 locus

give rise to a barrier signal. However, we think that the weaker

signal cannot be fully explained by this observation. Another

possibility was that sequences outside the abc region contributed to

pausing in the chromosomal context. However, inclusion of a 323-

bp sequence centromere-proximal to abc or the entire centromere-

distal H1 domain did not increase the intensity of the pause signal

in our plasmid assay (data not shown). Thus, flanking sequences

are not required for more efficient pausing. Alternatively, the

plasmid used is present in multiple copies and therefore there

could be an out-titration of a putative abc-interacting trans-acting

factor(s) required for pausing. To test this possibility, we

introduced plasmids containing the M abc or P abc region into

h90 wild-type background to examine if an inhibitory effect could

be observed on imprinting and switching, which both depend on

MPS1 pausing. No effect was observed. We then constructed

plasmids with arrays of the M or P abc region to increase the copy

number. Each array contained approximately 10 tandem copies.

Introduction of two different plasmids containing M abc arrays led

to a reduction in sporulation to 57% of the wild-type levels and a

11.8% decrease in imprinting (Figure 8A, 8B). A similar effect was

Figure 6. Characterization of a cis-acting region named abc that is required for replication pausing and imprinting. (A) Left, line
drawing representation of the strains used. A gap represents a deletion and a gray line segment represents a substitution of a DNA sequence. The
defined abc region is shown and the borders of the element are indicated by vertical lines. Right, names of the strains and quantification of DSB
products and pause signals on 2D gels (including standard error) are given. (B) Southern analysis of the strains shown in panel A. See Figure 2 legend
for method. (C) 2D-gel analysis of the strains shown in panel A. See Figure 2 legend for method.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g006
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Figure 7. Characterization of the cis-acting region required for replication pausing. (A) DNA sequence of the abc region, aligned to the
corresponding sequence in the P cassette, is given. The borders of a, b, and c regions are indicated by double arrows above the sequence. The
sequence was divided into 10 segments and each segment was substituted by a random DNA sequence and denominated as substitution 1 to 10
(Sub1-10). (B) 2D-gel analysis of plasmids that carry different substitutions within the abc region. Top left, line drawing of the parent plasmid. The
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observed when two plasmids containing P abc arrays were

introduced (71% of wild-type sporulation and a 11.1% decrease

in imprinting; Figure 8A, 8B). However, we were unable to detect

a corresponding reduction in the intensity of the MPS1 signal, as a

value of 11–12% is too small to be statistically significant when

quantifying signals on 2D gels. Importantly, while these data

indicate that a trans-acting factor(s) binds to the M and P abc

regions, and is required for imprinting, sporulation and potentially

pausing, they also show that out-titration of this factor is not the

cause of the weaker pause signal observed in our plasmid assay

compared to that at the chromosomal locus. We therefore

considered whether chromatin structure of a locus might affect

Figure 8. Out-competition of the putative trans-acting factor(s) that interacts with the M abc and P abc regions. (A) The effect of
plasmids that carry arrays of the abc region on sporulation efficiency. Two different plasmids (constructed using pREP3X or pREP4X parental vectors)
that each carries an array of approximately 10 copies of either the M abc or P abc region were introduced in the h90 wild-type background (strain JZ1),
such that two plasmid-borne arrays of either M or P abc were present. The sporulation efficiency relative to that observed for a strain carrying empty
vectors (100%) are given as a graph. The deviation is shown as error bars. (B) Quantification of mat1 imprinting in strains used in panel A. HindIII
fragments were run and probed with the mat1P HindIII fragment. The intensity of the signal from the P abc array is higher due to greater sequence
homology. Quantification of intensities of the DSB products relative to the strain that carries the empty vectors (100%) is given below. (C) Neither P
abc nor M abc induces replication pausing at the transcriptionally silenced donor loci. Left, 2D-gel analyses of mat2P and mat3M replication are
shown. Right, line drawings of the fragments analyzed are given. The direction of replication through each locus is indicated with grey arrows. The
positions of the restriction enzyme sites and the probes used are shown. The sizes of the fragments are given.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g008

analyzed fragment contains the abc region and the first 32 bp of the H1 domain. The plasmids were digested with MpsA1I and AfeI, which produce a
2.5-kb fragment for the empty vector. The membranes were probed with same fragment of the parental plasmid. Relative intensities of the pause
signals observed in plasmids carrying the substitutions are given as percentages of the wild-type value below each 2D gel. (C) 2D-gel analysis of
replication of plasmids with different DNA fragments inserted.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g007
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the efficiency of replication pausing. In this context, it is interesting

that the P and M abc regions are present at mat2P and mat3M

donor loci that are transcriptionally silenced due to heterochro-

matin, yet no imprinting occurs at these loci. We therefore

analyzed these loci by 2D-gel electrophoresis and could not

observe pausing (Figure 8C). It should be noted that the K-region

that separates the two loci replicates early [33], so the loci are

replicated in opposite directions, with only mat2P being replicated

in the direction where pausing would be expected. However, the

data clearly show that the chromatin of a region can affect whether

a cis-acting sequence mediates replication barrier activity.

Potentially, heterochromatin could be preventing the binding of

a trans-acting factor(s) required for replication pausing. Thus,

although we do not directly show it, the variance in the intensities

of the pause signals observed for the genomic and plasmid M abc

could at least be partly due to the differences in chromatin of the

regions analyzed.

There are no sequence requirements to the imprinted
nucleotides or the surrounding region

One question that remained was whether there was some kind

of sequence recognition at the site of imprinting. In both P and M

cells, the imprint is introduced at the junction of the H1 domain

within a region predominantly comprising of thymidines (The M

sequence is shown in Figure 9A). A published study has shown that

a 6-bp PstI restriction site introduced by substitution at the site of

imprinting did not affect the overall level of imprinting [13].

However, characterization of the strain detected a nick with a 59

hydroxyl, a result that is consistent with the hydrolysis of a single

ribonucleotide present in the DNA. Separate studies showed that

when wild-type DNA was purified under conditions that are

known to hydrolyze RNA, a one-nucleotide gap was observed at

the site of the imprint [17,20,34]. Since the introduction of the PstI

site only led to the mutation of one of the two thymidine residues

the imprint consists of, the possibility was raised that there was a

sequence specificity to the introduction the ribonucleotides into

the DNA. To test this, we substituted the two imprinted thymidine

residues with either two adenosines, two guanosines or two

cytidines (Figure 9A). None of these substitutions affected the level

of imprinting and precise mapping of the position of the imprint in

hydrolyzed DNA showed that the mutations did not affect where

the imprint was introduced (Figure 9B, 9C). Therefore imprinting

process is unaffected by the identity of the imprinted nucleotides.

Potentially the sequence of the region surrounding the imprint

site may be important for the imprinting process. Substitution of

the c section of the abc region, which is immediately centromere-

proximal to imprint site, reduced the level of imprinting to

approximately 50% (Figure 6). However, the substituted region

Figure 9. Substitutions in the region around and of the imprinted nucleotides. (A) The wild-type sequence is given on top. The H1 domain
sequences are highlighted with a grey shadow. The position of the inverted repeat that flank the imprint is shown with arrows. Below, the mutant
sequences introduced are given. Substituted nucleotides are shown in italics and are underlined. (B) Southern analysis of the strains given in panel A.
See Figure 2 legend for method. The position of the DSB products is shown. (C) High-resolution Southern blot of the wild-type and mutant strains
carrying substitutions at the imprinted nucleotides. A strand-specific probe that hybridizes to the imprinted strand was used. For detailed explanation
of the method, see the Materials and Methods section. The positions of the fragments generated by hydrolysis of the imprint are shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g009
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contained the segment defined by Sub8, which is required for

efficient pausing in our plasmid assay (Figure 7), therefore the

reduction in imprinting is likely to result from the reduction in the

replication pausing. Additionally, an inverted repeat in this region

that flanks the site of the imprint may affect the imprinting process

[18]. Therefore, the effects of a 12-bp substitution of a region

located three bp centromere-proximal to the imprinting site,

which substitutes one side of the inverted repeat present in the

sequence, were investigated (Figure 9, HM-1). This substitution

had no effect on the level of imprinting. Similarly, substitution of

the 13-bp region located three bp centromere-distal to the

imprinted nucleotides, which substitutes the other side of the

inverted repeat, had no effect on imprinting (Figure 9, HM-2).

Thus, the DNA sequence of neither the imprinted nucleotides nor

the regions flanking them is of importance for the imprinting

process.

Discussion

Replication barriers have been identified in the rDNA, at tRNA

genes, and telomeric and centromeric sequences in several

eukaryotic organisms, and at the RTS1 and MPS1 elements of

the mating-type region in S. pombe (reviewed in [26]). The MPS1

site is particularly interesting as the replication pause leads to the

introduction of the imprint marking the mat1 cassette in switchable

cells of S. pombe, thereby establishing a functional link between

DNA replication and cellular differentiation. Surprisingly, our

analysis shows that cis-acting sequences required for MPS1 activity

are located within the mating-type cassette DNA that is swapped

during the switching process, such that the observed pause signal is

constituted by forks stalled at not one, but two different sequences.

Our results contrast a previously published study that showed that

a 6-bp substitution, mut3, within the H1 domain flanking the

mating-type cassette caused a significant reduction in imprinting

and pausing [13]. This region is not required for pausing in our

plasmid assay (Figure 7). Instead, by characterization of different

deletions and substitutions, we were able to identify a 77-bp M-

cassette region located 11 bp centromere-proximal to the site of

the imprint that is required for both MPS1 activity and imprinting

(Figure 6 and Figure 7). Importantly, a 2D-gel analysis of the

corresponding region from the P cassette also detected a pause

signal, despite the limited sequence identity between the two

regions (Figure 7A, 7C). How these two cis-acting sequences

induce replication pausing remains unknown, but most likely a

trans-acting factor(s) mediates the activity (Figure 10, upper line

drawing): Firstly, we have been unable to identify any secondary

structure in the regions that could act as a barrier for the

progressing replication fork. Secondly, MPS1 pausing is dependent

on the trans-acting factors Swi1 and Swi3 that travel with the

replication fork [24,35]. These factors are also required for

replication pausing and termination at the S. pombe RTS1 element

and at rDNA arrays where barrier activities are mediated by trans-

acting factors [26]. Thirdly, we observed reduced mat1 imprinting

and sporulation efficiency when plasmids containing arrays of M

or P abc regions were introduced in otherwise wild-type

background (Figure 8A, 8B). These data are consistent with the

model that a trans-acting factor(s) required for imprinting, and by

deduction replication pausing, is binding to the mat1 abc region

and that out-titration occurs by competitive binding to the

multiple plasmid copies present. Lastly, we were unable to detect

any barrier activity at the donor loci mat2P and mat3M (Figure 8C).

The K-region that separates the two donor loci has been shown to

replicate early [33], suggesting that mat2P, but not mat3M, is

replicated in the direction of replication where the barrier is active.

Also, this observation does not support the possibility that the

secondary structure of the mat1 abc region mediates replication

pausing, as the same structures would be expected to arise at the

mat2P locus. Instead, it suggests that heterochromatin at the mat2P

locus prevents the interaction of a trans-acting factor(s). The

observation that the chromatin state of a cis-acting sequence

affects its barrier activity is important as it establishes a

mechanism, in addition to control of direction of replication, by

which replication barriers could be regulated in other systems.

Importantly, while we think a trans-acting factor(s) is required for

pausing at both the mat1 cassettes, we are unable to predict, due to

the limited similarity between the P abc and M abc sequences,

whether it is the same factor(s) that is acting at the two sites.

One interesting question is where the replication fork pauses in

response to the MPS1 signal. Two lines of evidence suggest that the

replication pausing takes place in the proximity of the imprint, and

not further into the cassette as suggested earlier (Figure 10, arrow

1) [12]: i) We observe a leading-strand pause signal in the

proximity of the imprint in the spacer deletion strain (SS13) where

imprinting is abolished, but MPS1 pausing still occurs (Figure 5C).

Importantly, it is not possible to distinguish a corresponding signal

in the wild-type strain due to the leading-strand intermediates

from stalled forks at the imprint that migrate to the same position

[12,13]. ii) 2D-gel analysis detected a strong pause signal during

the replication of a fragment containing only the imprint region

and not the position where our previous analysis suggested MPS1

pausing occurred (Figure 5E). Instead, the weak leading-strand

pause signal that we observed earlier in the vicinity of the strong

priming site located approximately 350 bp into the cassette might

reflect a minor pause of the replication fork while the priming

event takes place. In this context, it is noteworthy that during

bacteriophage replication, priming has been shown to pause

leading-strand progression [36].

All the available data suggest that stalling of the replication fork

at MPS1 is a prerequisite for imprint formation. However, the

observation of pausing at MPS1 without subsequent imprinting

indicates that pausing is only an initial step of the process by which

the imprint is introduced. Our analysis identified a novel type of

cis-acting element that is required for imprinting but not pausing.

Deletion of a 205-bp region located on the centromere-proximal

side of the pause signal abolished imprinting, but only slightly

reduced pausing at MPS1 (Figure 2). Substitution of this region

with a random sequence however, restored imprinting to 72% of

wild-type levels, suggesting that this region mainly acts as a spacer

to separate important flanking sequences. To our knowledge, this

is the first description of such a genetic element. The important

flanking sequences on one side of the spacer are defined by the abc

region, while the flanking sequences of importance on the other

side are unknown. However, the deletion of the 205-bp region

leads to a complete abolishment of imprinting, therefore

preventing us from using this assay to determine if the spacer

extends further into the cassette. Also, we do not know whether

extending the length of the spacer would affect imprinting; if this

region is necessary for separation of two flanking sites, it is possible

that enlarging it would prevent their concerted action. Alterna-

tively, the wild-type spacer region could represent the minimum

size and there will still be appropriate imprinting when it is

lengthened.

The reduction in imprinting caused by the spacer deletion

appears not to be due to an inhibitory effect of transcription of

the Mc gene, which is brought into close proximity of the

imprinting site by the deletion, since neither repression of Mc

transcription by growth in rich media nor deletion of the Mc

promoter region leads to a restoration of imprinting (Figure 4).
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Figure 10. Working model for MPS1 replication pausing and mat1 imprinting. The mat1 locus and the events that occur during replication
of it are depicted with line drawings. Left, molecular events that take place in the wild-type strain. Right, events occurring when cis-acting
mutations are introduced. Positions of the spacer and abc regions and the H1 domain (grey boxes) are shown. The orientations of the DNA strands
are indicated. The putative proteins mediating MPS1 activity and maintenance of the imprint are displayed as a circle and a pentagon, respectively.
The imprint is marked with a black spot. Leading- and lagging-strand replication is represented with black half arrowheads. Specific priming is
depicted as wavy lines, while loss of it is indicated with grey half arrowheads. Left, positions of the cis-acting deletions are given. See main text for
description of each step.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001328.g010
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Reduced imprinting is also not due to a repressive effect of the

strong priming site that we have mapped previously, which is

located in the region flanking the spacer on the centromere-

proximal side, as extension of the deleted region to include these

sequences does not restore imprinting (Figure 4E). This priming

site is also not directly required for imprinting or pausing, as

deletion of it only causes minor reductions in the efficiencies of

these processes (Figure 2).

An alternative explanation is that it is not the specific sequence,

but the chromatin structure of the transcribed Mc region that

inhibits imprinting in the absence of the spacer. One possibility is

that there is a requirement for a non-transcribed spacer, as for

example the nucleosome arrangement in such a region might

affect where primers are synthesized during lagging-strand

replication. Using high-resolution Southern analysis of replication

intermediates, we attempted to map the priming sites used in the

region of the wild-type, spacer-deleted and spacer-substituted

strains. In the imprinting-proficient wild-type and spacer-

substituted stains, we detected a putative priming signal within

the mating-type cassette, approximately 350 bp from the site of

the imprint, at a position that corresponds to where we earlier

detected a strong priming site using the RIP mapping method

(Figure 5B) [12]. Another putative priming signal was observed

approximately 30 bp centromere-proximal from the imprinting

site, which was undetected by our earlier RIP mapping analysis.

Both these signals were absent in replication intermediates from

the strain carrying the spacer deletion, suggesting that the non-

transcribed spacer region indeed influences the sites of primer

synthesis after the replication fork is released from pausing at

MPS1 (Figure 10, arrows 3 & 7). If the imprint is introduced by

ligation of a not fully processed Okazaki fragment to the

subsequent fragment, the length and position of these could be

crucial, maybe due to topological constrains during the

replication process.

Interestingly, a putative priming signal is detected at the site of

imprinting in the spacer deletion strain (Figure 5B and Figure 10,

arrow 2). Because of the strong signals created by hydrolysis of the

imprinted DNA, it is impossible to determine whether such a

priming event also occurs at this position in the wild-type strain.

This priming site was not observed for the wild-type strain in our

previous RIP mapping analysis [12]. However, it is possible that

priming at this site is special, involving a shorter RNA primer that

does not protect the fragment from l-exonuclease digestion used

for RIP mapping [29]. Also, the high-resolution Southern analysis

is a more direct method for analysis of replication intermediates

than RIP mapping. The detection of specific priming at the

imprinting site does provide strong support for a model proposing

that the imprint is introduced by a mechanism involving the fusion

of a not fully processed Okazaki fragment to the subsequent

fragment (Figure 10, arrow 4). In support of this possibility, DNA

polymerase alpha (Swi7), which initiates lagging-strand replication

together with primase, is involved in imprinting [9].

Another observation that supports a model for the imprinting

process that involves a priming event is that we were not able to

detect any sequence requirements for either the two imprinted

nucleotides or the 12-bp and 13-bp regions flanking the site of the

imprint (Figure 9). This observation is consistent with another

study, in which substitution of five of the first six bp of H1,

including one of the imprinted nucleotides, as well as the 9th to the

14th bp, had no effect on imprinting levels [13]. Similarly, we

observed that whilst deletion of the last 34 bp of the M cassette

that flank the imprinted nucleotides (region c) abolished imprint-

ing, substitution of this region only caused a reduction in

imprinting levels (Figure 6). Therefore there appears to be no

absolute sequence requirement at or around the site of the imprint

for the imprinting process to take place. Additionally, region c may

partially act as a spacer element, again highlighting the potential

importance of the position of priming events in the imprinting

process. Thus, our data suggest that the imprint is introduced at a

certain distance from the replication pause site in a sequence-

independent manner. The position of this priming event might not

only affect whether the imprint is formed, but also whether it is

maintained. Here, the distance to the sequences within the H1

domain, which has already been implicated in the maintenance of

the imprint, might be important (Figure 10, arrow 5) [13].

Our data presented here suggest that ribonucleotide imprints

might be introduced at other replication barriers, but not

maintained. Such temporary marks could be important for

replication-associated processes such as DNA damage repair or

the establishment of certain chromatin. Also, the production of

epigenetic marks during the replication process and subsequent

asymmetric segregation of the differentiated sister chromatids may

be a more general mechanism for cellular differentiation and

development in eukaryotes. Understanding the process of

imprinting in fission yeast and identifying the cis- and trans-acting

factors involved will help to establish whether this specific type of

epigenetic mark also plays a role in cellular differentiation of

higher eukaryotes. Finally, unravelling the molecular processes at

the replication fork barriers involved in imprinting may also

increase our understanding of the events that occur at uninten-

tional replication barriers and how they lead to genome instability.

Materials and Methods

Construction of S. pombe strains
Deletions and substitutions were introduced into the M cassette

using inverse PCR on plasmids containing mat1M DNA. Deletions

and substitutions were verified by sequencing. The mutated

fragments were subsequently transformed into the strain EG571,

which carries the ura4+ gene inserted at the H1 domain and is

deleted for the donor loci mat2P and mat3M (gift from Olaf

Nielsen). 5-fluoroorotic acid-resistant colonies were selected, and

the replacement of the parental ura4+-containing allele of mat1 with

the mutated allele was verified by PCR, followed by sequencing

and Southern analysis. The sequences of the substituted segments

were: Strain SS25, AATTGAACGTTGTTTTTCCATTTTG-

TATAAGCCGTCGCCGGTT TAGAAGCGTTGAATGTCAG-

GTATTATGAATAGTAAAATCTTATTTATCTATTTTGAA-

GGTCAATTGTTATCATTTCTTAAAGTGTGATTGTTATA-

TATCAGTAGGTTTAAATATATTAACACTAGATAAATTCT-

TGTCTCATTATTTATTGATTCCACATAA; Sub a, CTGTG-

TCTGTCGAGTTGCCCATCAGTACGGAGCTAAAACGAA-

T; Sub b, GTAA-GTCACCGATAAACGCGCCTGGAATGTT-

TCT; Sub c, TTTGATCGCCTGGA-ACCATGAACGACCT-

AAGGTC; Sub 1-10, TCTCTGCAGGCT, CACTGCAGCGT,

CGCTGCAGATC, TTCTGCAGGCC, CCCTGCAGGAA, GT-

CTGCAGGTA, TTCTGCAGCTC, TCCTGCAGGTC, GG-

CTGCAGCGC, GCCTGCAGGAT, respectively. The recipes

of media and the method for the transformation procedure

are given in [37].

Quantification of imprinting levels by Southern blot
analysis

Unless otherwise stated, the chromosomal DNA was purified

from cells grown in PMA+ media as described in [10]. The DNA

samples were digested with the HindIII restriction enzyme and

separated on a 0.6% agarose gel. Southern analysis was performed

with a probe specific to the 10.6-kilo base pairs (kb) mat1P HindIII
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fragment. The level of imprinting was determined by the amount

of the mat1 fragments that were broken during the purification

process. The intensity of signals was measured using a BioRad

Phosphorimager. Two independent measurements were per-

formed for each strain and the average was given in the figures.

2D-gel analysis of replication intermediates
2D gels were performed as described in [38], except the first-

and second-dimension gels contained 0.5% and 1.2% agarose,

respectively. The replication intermediates were digested with the

restriction enzymes given in Figure 2C, Figure 5E, Figure 7, and

Figure 8C. The intensity of the replication signals was determined

using a BioRad Phosphorimager. The pause signal level was given

relative to the intensity of the ascending Y-arc, as well as to the

intensity of the wild-type pause signal. The average measurement

from two gels was given for each strain.

High-resolution Southern blot analysis of replication
intermediates

Yeast chromosomal DNA was purified as described in [39]. The

replication intermediates were digested with the restriction

enzymes given in Figure 5A. Replication intermediates were

separated from non-replicating DNA by BND-cellulose chroma-

tography [40] and separated on a 4% denaturing polyacrylamide

gel. After electrophoresis, the DNA was transferred to a

GeneScreen membrane (NEN) by electro-blotting, and probed

with strand-specific probes that had been generated as described

in [41].

Precise mapping of the position of the imprint
Chromosomal DNA was purified as described before [10]. The

DNA were digested with SspI and precipitated overnight with

isopropanol, redissolved in loading buffer, and loaded on a 6%

denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Sequencing reactions, performed

using the primer mat1M-SspI-R (ATTAGTGAGTATATTATGG-

TAGGGAGTGC) and a bacterial plasmid containing the EcoRI

fragment of mat1M (pBZ85), were run in parallel as a marker. The

DNA was electro-blotted onto a GeneScreen membrane (NEN).

The strand-specific probe to detect the imprinted mat1 strand was

synthesized by linear primer extension, using the primer mat1M-

SspI-F (ATTTTGTGTACCCCATTTGCGTTGAG) and a 440-

bp mat1M SspI fragment as template [41]. Chain-termination

sequencing reactions were performed following the manufacturer’s

instructions.

Northern analysis
Total RNA was purified from logarithmically growing cells

using the method described in [42]. 10 mg of total RNA was

analyzed using a 1% denaturing agarose gel containing 2.2%

formaldehyde [43]. A double-stranded PCR product of the Mc

transcribed region was used for generation of the probe.
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